
Table for Three: Quarantine Edition 
April 24, 2020 

Thank you for your interest in joining our Quarantine Edition of Table for Three. We truly wish 
we could gather as we usually do and pray that we can soon. However, for this month, this is 
what we’ve got.  
 
Both of these videos cover the same topic from different aspects: coronavirus, quarantine, and 
Catholicism. While it looks as if the light at the end of the quarantine tunnel is becoming visible, 
we aren’t quite there yet. Furthermore, we are likely to have a slow rollback of the health 
protections. While the videos were filmed about a month ago, the topic is still relevant. 
Video #1: Ginny & Eric-Life Updates: Daily Rosary, Conoravirus, & Anxiety 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H2nLBZ6ltxY 

Video #2: Ascension Presents Jackie & Bobby: Staying Catholic While Stuck at Home 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnldlIYPua8 

 
The following questions are here as a means of getting conversation started. There are no right 
or wrong answers. You and your spouse are welcome to follow the thread of conversation 
wherever that may lead you. We hope this sparks ideas, discussion, and action that would not 
have happened otherwise. 
 

1. Both couples mentioned fear/anxiety and hope/trust as major parts of quarantine for 
them. On a scale of 1-10 with 1 being very low and 10 being very high, rate your 
fear/anxiety level during quarantine. Discuss some of your specific fears/causes of 
anxiety related to coronavirus/COVID-19 and quarantine. At this point, how many have 
come to pass? Using the same scale, rate your trust in God/hope level during 
quarantine. Discuss your specific causes of hope/reasons for trust. Were these levels 
pretty steady through this time or fluctuate? Why do you think that is the case?  

2. Eric and Ginny discuss about their responses to God putting daily video rosary on Eric’s 
heart. Have you ever felt God putting something on your heart? Do you recognize when 
God does this to you? Does it happen often? Do you respond to those promptings? Do 
you see the fruit of your response? 

3. Ginny and Eric mention how they complement one another. Eric is calm while Ginny 
gets very anxious. In what ways do you complement one another? Have you discovered 
any new ways during this quarantine time? 

4. Near the end of their video, Eric and Ginny have a little technical glitch with their video. 
They probably wished that it had all gone perfectly but it didn’t. Reality was they left it 
in, explained it, and then moved on. They didn’t dwell on it or go back and fix it. They 
took the situation at hand and went with it. How does this relate to the situation in 
which you find yourself now? Can you find any lesson here? 

5. In the second video with Bobby & Jackie, they talk about gift of self during this time. 
They mention this quote by Saint John Paul II, “Man is the only creature on earth which 
God willed for itself, [and he] cannot fully find himself except through a sincere gift of 
himself.” (Gaudium et Spes 24). Do you agree or disagree? Discuss this idea.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H2nLBZ6ltxY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnldlIYPua8


6. Throughout the video, Jackie & Bobby compile a list of ways of being a gift of self while 
stuck at home. Their list includes loving your neighbors, using technology as a tool of 
evangelization, praying for others, especially the dead, taking care of yourself, and 
sharing your talents to uplift others. These, of course, are only the beginning of a list. In 
what ways have you been a gift of self during this quarantine time? What might you do 
before this time is over? 

7. What are some of the good things you’ve seen during this unexpected quarantine time? 
In other words, what are some times you’ve seen others be gift to others and/or to you? 
What parts of the good fruit you noted in your home would you like to see continue 
after quarantine ends? What are some steps you can take to make those happen? 

8. Bobby mentions the term “memento mori” which is Latin for “remember your death.” 
As Catholics we are called to remember our death daily for we know none of us are 
promised another day and are literally here right now at this moment because God 
continues to will/love us into existence. Has the COVID-19 pandemic brought thoughts 
about death to you? Talk with your spouse about this if you haven’t already done so. 

9. Spend a little time in personal reflection on and then discuss together this passage from 
Scripture that Ginny read: 

25“Therefore I tell you, do not worry about your life, what you will eat [or drink], or about 
your body, what you will wear. Is not life more than food and the body more than clothing? 
26Look at the birds in the sky; they do not sow or reap, they gather nothing into barns, yet 
your heavenly Father feeds them. Are not you more important than they? 27Can any of you 
by worrying add a single moment to your life-span? 
34Do not worry about tomorrow; tomorrow will take care of itself. Sufficient for a day is its 
own evil. 
(Matthew 6:25-27,34) 
 

Other resources: 
YouTube- Fr. Mark-Mary: “A Spiritual Routine for Catholic Living in Quarantine” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmZzCnSG4dk&t=13s 

YouTube- Fr. Mike: “How Should Catholics Respond to the Coronavirus Pandemic?” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RTP5P9PtYwA 

YouTube-Ginny & Eric: “Catholic Memes in Quarantine”  
 
App: Eric, of Ginny & Eric, is the founder of an app called Catholify. You can find it wherever 
you get apps for your device. You might want to give it a look. It even includes a link to a 24 
hour adoration chapel, along with prayers, daily rosary, a place to keep a prayer intention 
list, and much more. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zmZzCnSG4dk&t=13s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RTP5P9PtYwA

